ABSTRACT Aiming at the problems of the noise impact on the parametric image of hand gestures, the difficulty of gesture feature extraction, and the inefficient utilization of continuous gesture time sequential information, we propose a time sequential inflated 3 dimensions (TS-I3D) convolutional neural network approach for hand gesture recognition based on frequency modulated continuous wave (FMCW) radar sensor. Specifically, the FMCW radar is used to acquire the hand gesture data, and the range and speed of the gesture in each frame signal are calculated by 2 dimensions fast Fourier transform. Then, the range-Doppler map (RDM) is generated based on the relationship between motion parameters and frequency. The interference in RDM caused by people and the external environment is filtered out and the peak of hand gesture in RDM is further enhanced by wavelet transform. Finally, TS-I3D network is designed to extract the range and speed change information of the continuous gestures. The experimental results show that the average recognition accuracy rate of the hand gestures of the proposed method is 96.17%.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the development of advanced signal processing approaches and deep learning [1] , [2] , human-computer interaction has attracted much attention. Hand gesture recognition (HGR), as one of the most important way of human-computer interaction, gets rid of the limitations of people in traditional control devices, and has been widely used in various fields, i.e., smart home like switching TV channels, turning on the air conditioner or intelligent driving like answering a phone call.
The existing HGR methods mainly contain three stages, namely hand gesture data acquisition, feature extraction, and gesture classification.
Hand gesture data is mainly collected using optics camera [3] - [5] or radar [6] - [9] . Optical-based gesture recognition mainly applies cameras to capture gesture images, and then applies machine-learning methods [10] , [11] for feature extraction and recognition. Coelho et al. [4] use Kinect to capture RGB and depth images of hand gestures,
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Guan Gui. and then extract and classify picture features by Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN). Hu et al. [5] use HoloLens to collect multi-frame images of dynamic gestures, and design the improved 3D separable convolutional neural network for gesture recognition. However, these optical-based gesture recognition methods are easily affected by light intensity, which largely limit the applications of HGR. On the other hand, the method based on radar signals [6] , [7] mainly adopts the radar device to collect the gesture signal, avoiding non-line-of-sight effects such as illumination. As a result, radar-based method of HGR has been concerned and widely applied [8] , [9] . The key idea towards the radar-based HGR is to analyze the intermediate frequency (IF) signal to extract the motion parameters of the continuous gesture [6] , [12] . Dekker et al. [6] use the terahertz radar signal to obtain the data source, and directly calculate a motion parameter map through fast fourier transform (FFT) for each gesture, and finally apply the CNN network for feature extraction. However, Zhou et al. [7] , Kim and Toomajian [10] directly calculate a range scalar value at each moment to represent the gesture feature information, which makes the feature extraction incomplete, resulting in low accuracy of gesture recognition. Although Zhang et al. [13] achieve about 96% recognition accuracy for gestures, they only use range information for the gesture recognition. 1 To address the problem of insufficient parameter features, two-dimensional Fast Fourier Transform (2D-FFT) [14] - [17] is used to process IF signals to obtain the Range-Doppler Map (RDM) images containing gesture range and speed information. After acquiring RDM, Molchanov et al. [14] propose deep learning network to extract its features and recognize the gesture. However, there are noises or other interferences like the arm generated by the radar, which makes the gesture information in the RDM not obvious as well as impair recognition accuracy.
In the stage of gesture feature extraction, CNN is an effective way to extract image features. Karpathy et al. [18] propose a CNN structure to extract the features in each frame image of the gesture, and then fuse the features to classify gestures. However, Karpathy et al. [18] do not consider the coherence information between frames which makes these gesture frames become irrelevant static images. To overcome the limitations of CNN, Tran et al. [19] propose a 3 Dimension Convolutional Neural Network (3D-CNN) in 2014 to extract information of a few consecutive frames. Such a 3D-CNN structure is widely used in various types of behavior recognition. Molchanov et al. [20] send multiframe images that represent gestures to the 3D-CNN network for feature extraction, and then recognize them through the full connection layer. However, since the 3D-CNN network is shallow and its convolution kernel is single, the extracted features are not completed enough to effectively represent the whole hand gesture motion. Towards this end, Wang et al. [21] apply the Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) network [22] to extract time sequential information, which makes up for the lack of 3D-CNN. However, the authors do not preprocess feature extraction to get the features in per frame hand gesture data. As a result, Carreira and Zisserman [23] combine the advantages of GoogLeNet [24] and 3D-CNN to generate a wider and deeper Inflated 3 Dimension (I3D) convolutional neural network. Hara et al. [25] extract the completed features to represent behavior and identify them using I3D. Unfortunately, although I3D extracts coherence information, the time sequential features are not discussed in their work.
After the gesture feature extraction, classification methods are used for gesture identification. In general, machine learning algorithms such as markov [26] , Support Vector Machine (SVM) [27] , [28] and k-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) [29] are adopted for classification. However, these algorithms are complex and they cannot synthesize an end-to-end network structure. Therefore, for gesture recognition, feature extraction and classification are separately carried out, resulting in inefficient applications.
In order to address the above shortcomings, in this paper, we propose a gesture recognition method based on Frequency Modulated Continuous Wave (FMCW) radar. We collect the signals of the continuous hand gesture by FMCW radar to generate parameter map, and make the gesture target more prominent through interference suppression and image enhancement. More importantly, we design a Time Sequential Inflated 3 Dimension (TS-I3D) convolutional neural network for feature extraction and then add a softmax layer for gesture classification. The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• Hand gesture data collection and processing: FMCW radar signal is used as the source to collect hand gesture data. The range and speed of the continuous hand gesture are calculated by 2D-FFT [15] algorithm based on the IF signal frequency, and the RDM is generated according to the relationship among range, speed and the frequency of IF signal. Then, the peak interference including the step peak interference in single-frame RDM and the static peak interference caused by the body in multi-frame RDM are filtered. Moreover, wavelet Transform (WT) [30] is further applied for image enhancement (IE) of the gesture peak in RDM. Finally, each gesture is represented by multi-frame RDM. The hand gesture data are repeatedly collected and processed to generate a dataset.
• TS-I3D network: the I3D network is designed to extract RDM features and generate Range-Time (RT) feature sequence and Doppler-Time (DT) feature sequence. Then, two LSTM networks are employed to extract temporal gesture information from RDM. Finally, the extracted RT and DT features are concatenated and classified in softmax layer.
• Experiments verification: we repeatedly collect 10 kinds of gestures and each for 400 times. The dataset is divided into training set and testing set for training and validating the effectiveness of the designed TS-I3D network. The results show that the recognition accuracy of the proposed TS-I3D for each gesture is higher than 95%, and the average recognition accuracy is 96.17%. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we calculate the IF signal to obtain RDM of the gesture by 2D-FFT algorithm, and process the RDM by peak interference filtering (PIF) and IE. The designed TS-I3D network is described, and the temporal information extraction of range and speed are also given in Section 3. We present the experiments and discussions in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 gives the conclusions and future work.
II. FMCW RADAR SIGNAL PROCESSING
The mapping of each gesture signal to the final RDM mainly contains the following three stages. In stage I, the intermediate frequency signal of each radar frame is calculated by mixing the transmitted and received signals. In stage II, 2D-FFT is applied to calculate the corresponding RDM for each frame. In stage III, the step peak interference in the VOLUME 7, 2019 single RDM, the static peak interference caused by the human body in the continuous frames are filtered out, and the gesture information in RDM image is enhanced.
A. IF SIGNAL EXTRACTION
The FMCW radar used in this paper emits a zigzag frequencymodulated continuous wave. The transmitted signal is mixed with the received signal reflected by the hand, and then the high-frequency part is filtered by a low-pass filter. After ADC sampling, an IF signal is generated, and the whole process for IF signal generation is shown in Fig. 1 . The transmitted signal used in this paper is a high frequency continuous sawtooth wave whose frequency varies with time. The transmit signal of FMCW [31] is
where t is the time of the transmitted signal, f T (τ ) =
B
T × τ is a linear function of the frequency of the transmitted signal, f c is the carrier frequency, B is the bandwidth, A TX is the amplitude of the transmitted signal, and T is the signal period.
Since the frequency change of the received signal is consistent with the transmitted signal, the final form of the received signal is
where
is the time delay of the transmitted signal caused by gesture movement, φ= 4π v×t λ is the phase shift, v is the radial motion speed of the gesture relative to the radar, R 0 is the range from the gesture to the radar at time t=0, c is the speed of light, and A RX is the amplitude of the received signal.
The transmitted signal and the received signal are mixed, and a low-pass filter is used to obtain a low-frequency component in the mixed signal. The IF signal is calculated as follows
Since t d is very small in the actual measurement, t 2 d is negligible, and A IF is the amplitude of the IF signal. Then, the frequency of IF signal can be approximated as
B. 2D-FFT BASED RDM CALCULATION
As can be seen from Eq. (4), the range from hand to the radar is proportional to the frequency of the IF signal. So, the range d could be calculated by the following equation
Each frame of the radar transmitted in this paper contains 128 pulses. The IF signal for each pulse is sampled at 64 points with f s as the sampling frequency, and then the Range-FFT [32] can be performed. The thus generated 64 spectra represent the frequency components of the IF signal. It is known from Eq. (5) that the range is proportional to the frequency of the IF signal. In this paper, the maximum range is . When the transmitted signal encounters a stationary hand, there is no frequency shift in the individual spectra of the continuous pulses. It is noted that moved hand gestures cause frequency shifts in the various spectra of successive pulses due to the Doppler effect. Since the Range-FFT has extracted the respective frequency components of the IF signal in the continuous pulse, it is only necessary to perform Doppler-FFT [32] on the signals composed of the respective frequency components, and the doppler frequency shift f FFT of the continuous pulse is obtained. It is noted that speed is equivalent to Doppler speed in the rest of the paper. Since the wavelength is λ, the speed of the gesture is obtained from the frequency of the IF signal as follows
Since each frame signal contains 128 pulses, the signal composed of each frequency component contains 128 sampling points. Therefore, the maximum speed calculated by the Doppler-FFT is v max = λ×f s 4 . Since the speed has a direction, the minimum speed is v min = − RDM of the gesture is calculated using 2D-FFT, and the whole calculation process is shown in Fig. 2 . Firstly, the IF signal of each pulse is subjected to Range-FFT to calculate the corresponding spectrum, and then the components of the same frequency of each pulse are extracted for Doppler-FFT. It is noted that the vertical axis of the RDM indicates the speed of hand gesture, and the horizontal axis indicates the range.
Thus, each frame of the radar signal generates an RDM map with a frame size of 64 × 128. It is noted that the vertical axis represents the range from 0 to d max , and the horizontal axis represents the speed from v min to v max . Each pixel in the RDM represents the precision of d and v. In this paper d = 0.44 m and v = 4 dm/s. The value in the RDM corresponds to the amplitude of the 2D-FFT, and a larger amplitude indicates that the position corresponding to the range and speed has a target. In this paper, each frame signal lasts 40 ms and 32 frames lasts for 1.28 s. Gestures generally lasts from 0.5 s to 1 s, and 32 frames contains a gesture. Thus, we use 32 frames of RDM to represent a gesture. From the 32 RDM frames of pull-push gesture, one frame is selected every 4 frames, and eight frames of RDM are obtained as an example, shown in Fig. 3 . Since the gesture is pull in the first 16 frames, we can see from the 1st, 5th, 9th and 13th frames in Fig. 3 that the range of the gesture is increasing while the speed increases first and then slows down. From the 17th, 21st, 25th and 29th frames, the range of the gesture is decreasing and the speed slows down similarly in the last 16 frames. Therefore, Fig. 3 confirms that the first 16 frames represent the pull action, and the last 16 frames represent the push action. It is noted that when different people make gestures, they may have different starting positions and gestures of different magnitudes. However, the movement parameters of each gesture are restrained in the same way. For example, the gestures of push-pull and push-right are complex and similar. The range and speed in the first 16 frames are the same, but the range of push-pull becomes smaller, while the range of push-left stays almost the same in the last 16 frames. Therefore, the RDM generated by the different gestures are different.
As can be seen from Fig. 3 that in multi-frame RDM, a step peak appears in all range rows with speed of 0, which is due to interference from antenna equipment. In addition, there are two peaks in red and black boxes in most RDM maps, as shown in Fig. 3 . It is observed that both the ordinates and abscissa of the peak value marked in red color remain unchanged. From the above RDM calculation process, it can be seen that the RDM ordinate represents range and the abscissa represents speed. Thus, the red box corresponding to range remains unchanged which is the arms and the body since the people sit in front of the radar. While the peak marked by black box corresponds to the gesture target.
C. PEAK INTERFERENCE FILTERING IN RDM
Since the antennas of the radar used in this paper are microstrip array antennas, there may be interference due to the closed distance between the transmitted antennas and the received antennas. The column of RDM indicates the speed of 0 in each frame RDM has a step peak. Since the human body appears in the radar monitoring range, several lines in each frame RDM with certain range may have peaks (see Fig. 3 ). To address the above challenges, we propose the following methods for PIF.
1) STEP PEAK FILTERING
Since the peak of the gesture is attributed to the human arms and the body, the peak in the RDM is a coherence rather than a step. The interference in RDM caused by transmitted antennas and received antennas is step, as shown in Fig. 4(a) . Based on this characteristic, the step peak caused by interference can be filtered out. The gradient matrix is obtained by calculating the gradient of the growth of each speed unit in the speed direction of per RDM frame. Then the maximum value of each column of gradient matrix is calculated, and the gradient row vector representing the change of the amplitude of each column of RDM is generated. The gradient threshold [33] of each frame is chosen as
where µ is the mean of the gradient row, δ is the variance, K is a constant coefficient, and we set K = 3 [33] .
We calculate the gradient of each column in RDM, and select the column whose gradient value exceeds the threshold value. Then, the first order exponential smoothing [34] is applied to replace the values of the selected columns. The step peak filtering result is shown in Fig. 4(b) . As we can see from Fig. 4(b) , the step peaks caused by transmitted antennas and received antennas are filtered out.
2) STATIC PEAK INTERFERENCE SUPPRESSION
Since the human body is stationary in front of the radar, the peak value of RDM in 32 frames does not change in the ordinate of range, and always appears at the position of 0 in the abscissa of speed.
This paper determines whether the corresponding range of a gesture in 32 frame RDM is disturbed. A gesture corresponding to IF signal is processed by 2D-FFT [15] , and then the signal intensity with speed of 0 at different range in each frame is extracted according to Eq. (5) and Eq. (7). And the range-time matrix with horizontal axis representing the sequence of signal frames and vertical axis representing different range is generated. Eq. (8) calculates the threshold of each row of the matrix, and then determines whether the corresponding 32 frame RDM represents static peak interference for each row of the range. As shown in Fig. 5 , the range-time matrix comparison is made the presence and the absence of static peak interference. Since the peak value appears in the columns representing the minimum speed, this paper deals with the middle n columns. As the peak value of gesture and body may coincide, RDM with two or more peaks per frame is screened. The peak value of the middle n column is replaced by first-order exponential smoothing [34] for each row from the forward and reverse speed directions, respectively. Eq. (7) shows that each column in RDM represents the interval of 0.4 m/s, so n = 10 is chosen in this paper. The effect of static peak interference suppression is shown in Fig. 6 . After interference suppression, the peak marked by red box of each frame (see Fig. 3 ) is weakened. The peak marked by black box representing gesture is clearer, thus avoiding the network judging other peaks as gesture targets. In frame 13, the peak of gesture motion coincides with the peak of human body. However, it appears only one peak, and only one step peak is filtered out. 
D. IMAGE ENHANCEMENT
After filtering out the obvious peak interference in RDM, there are still some small targets in the RDM image such as external noise and arm, which make the RDM image blurred and distorted. Wavelet transform is a time-frequency analysis method with the characteristics of multi-resolution analysis. By decomposing the image into different frequency subbands, the approximation and details at different scales are highlighted to enhance the image. Therefore, this paper uses wavelet decomposition and reconstruction to enhance the RDM image, while suppressing the impact of small targets such as noise.
The RDM image is decomposed by three-level multi-scale wavelet, and the sym4 mother wavelet was selected as the basis function. The scaling coefficients and wavelet coefficients are obtained as follows.and the scale coefficients and wavelet coefficients are obtained as For scale coefficients c k;n,m , it represents the lowfrequency decomposition coefficients of the image that corresponds to the contours of the RDM image. As a result, we have not processed these coefficients. Part of the wavelet coefficients in d 1 k;n,m , d 2 k;n,m and d 3 k;n,m that correspond to the background details of noise and arm are smaller, while the wavelet coefficients related to the peak of gesture are larger. Therefore, the wavelet coefficients are shrinked by a threshold [35] , and the larger coefficients are retained to reduce the influence of noise in the RDM image. Finally, the RDM is reconstructed using the processed wavelet coefficients. The results are shown in Fig. 7 . It is shown in Fig. 7 that IE makes the peak value of gesture more obvious since the noise and arm interference in RDM are suppressed.
III. TS-I3D NETWORK MODEL CONSTRUCTION
After the 32-frame RDM is mapped from a continuous hand gesture, it is input to a TS-I3D network for feature extraction and classification. Firstly, the 32-frame RDM is input to the designed I3D network in this paper for RDM feature extraction. Then, according to the characteristics of the data structure, the extracted RDM features are reorganized into RT and DT feature sequences, and the generated feature sequences are input into the LSTM network for time sequential feature extraction. Finally, the extracted time sequential features are concatenated and classified by the softmax layer. The flow chart is shown in Fig. 8 .
A. RDM FEATURE EXTRACTION
The I3D network is based on GoogLeNet, inheriting the Inception module [24] , and extracting the depth feature of the network by deepening the depth and width of the network model. According to the data structure and the complexity of the image, we simplify the I3D network [23] . The specific I3D network structure is shown in Fig. 9 . It is noted that the format of the convolution kernel is NCHW [19] .
In the classical CNN network with VGG-16 architecture [36] , there are five convolution segments, two or three convolution layers in each segment, and a maximum pooling layer is connected at the end of each segment to reduce the size of the feature map. Motivated by this idea, the shallow features in the RDM are extracted using two common convolution pooling layers in our I3D network. Then, we add 3 Inception modules and in each Inception. In each Inception, we change the convolution kernel size of the second and third convolution extraction features from the usual 1 × 1 × 1 to 3 × 3 × 1 and 3 × 1 × 3. Since the continuous gesture behavior used in this paper, the convolution depth of the convolution kernel on RDM sequence is 3 instead of 1 for a static image. For each instantaneous gesture image, the sizes of 1 × 3 and 3 × 1 are used to extract the different features of a single frame image. By extracting RDM features from different dimensions and integrating them, the features are enriched. The resultant RDM features are of size 16×16×16 after passing through the various layers of the I3D network.
B. RT AND DT TIME SEQUNTIAL FEATURE EXTRACTION
In this paper, the feature extraction of RDM is carried out by I3D network, and the 3D convolution mode in the network retains the RDM data structure. The 3D convolution method in the I3D network can only process up to 3 consecutive RDMs at the same time. Therefore, the generated RDM feature only includes the consistency of several frames of RDM before and after the gesture action, and it does not represent the time sequntial feature of a complete gesture. In order to extract the time sequntial information in the RDM features, the RDM features are reorganized and then input to the LSTM network, and the process is given in Fig. 10 .
As shown in Fig. 10 , since RDM features retain the structural characteristics of RDM, the horizontal axis of the RDM feature represents the range, the vertical axis represents the speed, and the order of the features represents the time. The rows that indicates the same range in each RDM feature are extracted and recombined to generate a new feature map. In this way, the RDM features are rearranged by range. Similarly, the columns indicating speed in each RDM feature are processed. Finally, a two-dimensional RT feature sequence is reconstructed in order of range. Therefore, the RT sequence represents the range change information of a gesture. Similarly, DT feature sequences representing gesture speed change information are generated according to the same speed column in RDM feature. After the RDM features are reorganized, the generated RT feature sequence dimension is 256 × 8192. It is noted that 256 is the step size, and the 8192 at each step contains the speed information at the range unit and the convolutional feature information through different dimensions of the I3D network. In order to extract the gesture change information of the range and the speed in the sequence, RT and DT feature sequence are respectively input into the LSTM network, and Fig. 11 gives RT as an example. It is observed from Fig. 11 that the feature information of each step determines part of C t−1 from the unit state by the forgetting gate f t , and then determines the informationC t stored in the unit state by the input gate i t , as follows The results of the input gate are passed through the output gate to obtain the hidden layer state h t and the output information o t , using the following equation
(11)
C. FEATURE CONCATENATION AND CLASSIFICATION
After the RT sequntial feature and the DT sequntial feature are respectively generated using the LSTM network, the feature dimensions of both the RT and DT sequntial feature are 512 × 1. The two time sequntial features are concatenated in sequntial to the feature of 1024 × 1, which contains change information of various gestures in range and speed. Then the features that are highly abstracted after multiple convolutions are normalized. Finally, the feature vectors generated by the fully connected layer are input into the following normalized exponential function [37] , [38] 
where i is the i-th gesture and k is the gesture type. In this paper, k=10, z i is the i-th element of the feature vector, and θ i is the weight corresponding to z i .
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A. EXPERIMENTAL PLATFORM
The radar platform of this paper is the Texas Instruments AWR1642 single-chip FMCW radar sensor. The radar is equipped with 2 rounds of 4 microstrip antennas. The slope of the transmitted sawtooth signal is 105MHz/us and the bandwidth is 4GHz. The host used is configured with Intel-6700K processor and NVIDIA-GTX1080 graphics card. We select a spacious indoor environment for data collection. The process flow is shown in Fig. 12 . The testers sit in front of the radar with their hands slipping making gestures. We collect hand gesture by FMCW radar, and process the radar signals by Matlab to generate the gesture RDM dataset. Then, the TS-I3D is built under the Tensorflow framework in the host for training and testing.
B. EXPERIMENTAL DATA
We design 10 types of hand gestures, which are left(L), push-pull(PS-PL), pull-push(PL-PS), push-left(PS-L) and push-right(PS-R), shown in Fig. 13 . Each type of gesture contains 400 data and each data contains a complete gesture. The total sample size of the 10 types hand gestures is 4000. In the experimental environment, the radar transmits 32 frames at a time, and during the signal transmission, a tester makes gestures. To enhance the robustness of the proposed method, gestures of different testers are collected to generate dataset. Then dataset is divided according to a certain proportion. In this paper, a simple cross-validation is used. In order to prevent gestures of the same tester from gathering together, the gestures of each type of hand are randomly disrupted. In order to verify the effectiveness of interference suppression and feature extraction of the TS-I3D network, we input the training dataset into the designed network for training, and then uses the test dataset for gesture recognition.
C. NETWORK STRUCTURE AND TRAINING PROGRESS 1) IMPACT OF THE TRAINING TO TESTING DATASET RATIO
In this experiment, the performance of the proposed method is analyzed under different ratios of training to testing dataset. The ratios are set as 2:8, 5:5, and 7:3. The results of accuracy varying with the number of steps are given in Fig. 14 . We can see that when the ratio is 2:8, the generalization ability of the model trained with the training dataset is poor, while the data volume of the test dataset is large. As a result of the poor fitting ability of the small training dataset, the TS-I3D network cannot classify the gesture in testing dataset that is very different from the training dataset, so the recognition result is poor. At this time, the workload of data acquisition needs to be greatly increased to illustrate the problem. By increasing ratio to 5:5 and 7:3, the training set already contains a large number of training data, which makes the I3D network generalization ability of the training office higher and the recognition accuracy of the test dataset higher. In the following analysis, we carried out experiments at a ratio of 7:3. 
2) SUBSTRUCTURE IMPACT OF TS-I3D NETWORK
In order to analyze the rationality of the TS-I3D network structure, the full connection layer is added to the I3D network for directly classification. In addition, in order to verify effectiveness of LSTM for the temporal information extraction of the range and speed changes of gestures, the RDM features extracted from I3D network are directly input into LSTM network in time order without reconstruction process. Thus, the I3D+LSTM network is formed compared with our TS-I3D network, and the results are given in Fig. 15 . In the first 4000 steps of iterative training, the weights of the three networks are randomly initialized and updated, and the accuracy of I3D, I3D+LSTM and TS-I3D are 76%, 84% and 88%, respectively. From 4000 to 8000 steps, the updated gradient of the weights becomes smaller, the updating speed is slow, and the accuracy reaches 86%, 91% and 95% respectively. When the training is finished, the final accuracy of I3D network is about 88%, which shows that I3D network can extract the features of RDM. However, compared with the other two networks, the accuracy of I3D network is the worst one because the extracted features are incomplete. Since LSTM network is added to the I3D network to obtain the variation characteristics of the mixed feature information of range and speed, the accuracy of I3D+LSTM works better and reaches about 93%. In TS-I3D, two LSTM are respectively employed to extract the range change information and the speed change information in RDM, which extract more detailed gesture features. As a result, the final accuracy rate is higher than 96%. 
3) IMPACT OF PIF AND IE
In order to compare the effect of PIF and IE, we input the unprocessed gesture data, the data processed with PIF and the data processed with both PIF and IE into the network for testing. Fig. 16 shows the recognition accuracy and the loss function value comparison of the TS-I3D under different training iteration steps. It is noted that the symbol 'w/o' indicates 'without' in Fig. 16 . As can be seen from the Fig. 16 , the accuracy and loss function are largely improved by PIF and IE. Moreover, it is also verified that IE further improve both the accuracy and loss function of the TS-I3D network, and the convergence performance as well as the recognition accuracy are enhanced.
4) IMPACT OF LEARNING RATE
Learning rate is an important hyperparameter for deep learning, and it can adjust the weights updating gradient of network by loss function. We analyze the impact of different learning rates of TS-I3D on accuracy, and the results are shown in Fig. 17 . It is noted that when the step is 0, the wights of TS-I3D network are randomly initialized and have not been trained iteratively yet, and the accuracy is very low. We can see that learning rate controls the speed of iteration training. The smaller the learning rate is, the smaller the gradient of weight updating is. Therefore, the network training takes more time and it converges more slowly. If the learning rate is too large, such as 0.008 and 0.0005, the TS-I3D network is not converge or falls into local optimum. However, when the learning rate is too low (0.00005), the weight update of TS-I3D is too slow and consumes much time. When the learning rate is set to 0.00009, the recognition effect is the best and we use this learning rate for the rest of the experiments.
D. ACCURACY COMPARISON WITH STATES OF THE ARTS
To further verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, five behavioral recognition deep learning networks are selected for comparison: CNN [18] , 3D-CNN [19] , recursive 3D-CNN [21] , LSTM [22] , I3D network [23] , I3D+LSTM and TS-I3D without (w/o) IE. CNN uses five layers of network, and the size of kernel is 3 × 3. The number of CNN kernel in each layer is 64, 128, 256, 512 and 512. Based on CNN, 3D-CNN modifies kernel to 3 × 3 × 3. Recursive 3D-CNN inputs the final RDM features into the LSTM network. I3D network uses the RDM feature extraction part directly. For fair comparison, the parameters of all the methods in this subsection are set as the proposed ones. Specifically, the batch size of each input samples is set to 16, the iteration number for training is 10000, and the initial learning rate is set to 0.00009.
1) LOSS FUNCTION COMPARISON
The loss function measures the difference between the predicted value and the real one, which indicates the degree of the fitting data. At the same time, it also indicates complexity of the proposed model for the current data. Comparing the loss function of this method with other ones, we can verify the efficiency of the proposed model structure and the corresponding convergence behavior. Therefore, we verify the loss function via inputting the training dataset into the model under different steps. Fig. 18 shows the loss function of each network during the training process. Since CNN and 3D-CNN only use 2D convolution and 3D convolution, respectively, to extract gesture feature and build a very deep network, their convergence rates are worse than the other methods. Based on 3D-CNN, I3D combines 3D convolution of different sizes to extract the coherence information between frames in the hand gesture data. Therefore, the convergence effect of I3D is better than CNN and 3D-CNN. However, it ignores the time sequntial information in the continuous hand gestures.
To this end, in recursive 3D-CNN, a LSTM is used to enhance the model on the basis of 3D convolution, and it extracts the time sequntial information in gestures with a simple model. However, the convolution kernel of the recursive 3D-CNN network is single, and the extracted features are insufficient. Besides, we compare the convergence of I3D+LSTM network and TS-I3D without IE, and the convergence effect of I3D+LSTM network is similar to that of recursive 3D-CNN. Moreover, the convergence rate of the dataset without IE is obviously worse than the dataset with IE. This is attributed to the fact that IE highlights the similarities of the same kind of gesture data, resulting in better gesture feature extraction. In TS-I3D, a improved I3D network is proposed to extract the preliminary feature firstly, and LSTM is used to extract the time sequntial features in gestures. As a result, the loss function of TS-I3D network is the lowest and the convergence effect is the best among the considered methods in Fig. 18 .
2) RECOGNITION ACCURACY COMPARISON
After the model training process is completed, the test dataset is input to each network for gesture recognition. Table 1 shows the recognition accuracy of each gesture over our self-built dataset. It is worth noting that Ave. in Table 1 stands for average. It can be seen from the Table 1 that compared with CNN, 3D-CNN can extract better features in terms of hand gesture recognition (accuracy rate increase by 6.4%). Under the premise of using threedimensional convolution, the I3D network uses a different size convolution method, and it has a wider and deeper network than 3D-CNN. As a result, the recognition accuracy of I3D is about 1.5% higher than 3D-CNN. Moreover, since recursive 3D-CNN adds LSTM to extract time sequntial features after 3D convolutional network, its recognition accuracy is higher than 3D-CNN for some complex hand gestures, such as PS-L and PS-R. For I3D+LSTM, its accuracy for each type of gesture recognition is higher than 91%, and the final average accuracy is 93.05%. Since the 3D-CNN network is shallow, we use a variety of convolution kernels to enrich the gesture features. Therefore, the final recognition accuracy is almost the same as that of recursive 3D-CNN. To verify the performance of image enhancement, we input data without IE into TS-I3D network for recognition. Since IE suppresses noises and highlights the peak of the gesture, TS-I3D can extract features of gesture motion more easily in RDM. The average recognition accuracy of TS-I3D is increased by 1.5% compared to the TS-I3D without IE. Finally, by applying an I3D network to extract the depth feature and using LSTM to extract the time sequntial information, the recognition accuracy of TS-I3D of each gesture is higher than other networks, and its average recognition accuracy is 96.17% (improved by 3.3% compared to the existing recursive 3D-CNN).
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, a complete HGR process named TS-I3D was presented. Using FMCW radar for gesture data acquisition, we firstly calculated IF signal of FMCW radar and obtained RDM using 2D-FFT algorithm. Then, we filtered out the interference based on the characteristics of peak interference, and WT was further applied for RDM image enhancement. We proposed a TS-I3D network to extract the depth features in RDM, and reconstructed the RDM features according to range and speed by the data structure characteristics. LSTM was applied to extract the temporal features of gestures from different angles. We validated TS-I3D on self-built gesture dataset. The results showed that the average recognition accuracy was 96.17%, which was increased by 3.3% compared with the state of the arts.
In the future, we try to extract the spatial-temporal features of dynamic hand gestures by a single network via adding 3D operation into LSTM network. Moreover, we are designing a real-time HGR system by replanting the deep learning network into smart terminals. 
